
Faith 
Missions team - The missions team is the group that helps to foster relationships with our supported missionaries as 

well as helps foster a heart for missions within our local church. Currently the missions team oversees both 

international, national, and local ministry. Team members are welcome with a passion for each of those areas, but as 

a team we care for each area of ministry emphasis. This team is currently working to deepen our church families 

relationship with our missionaries. Missionary, Administration, Mercy, Service, Intercession, Hospitality, 

Evangelist, Wisdom, Faith (Ben Bannan) 

Sponsorships or scholarships – someone with the gifts of Giving, Faith, or Mercy may find an opportunity to use 

their gift to bless a student by paying for all or a portion of their youth trip. (Ben Upham) 

Prayer team – all of us are called to pray, but those with the gifts of Prophecy, Pastor, Wisdom, Knowledge, 

Exhortation, Discerning, Mercy, Faith, Miracles, Deliverance, and especially Intercession may find regularly 

committing to praying for youth events, weekly youth group, youth leaders, and specific students or groups of 

students to be one of the best ways to apply their gift. This could look like sitting in the lobby during youth group 

and praying for the service, scheduling a regular time to pray for specific students and leaders, looking at the 

schedule and praying for upcoming youth events, or even praying with students on Wednesdays or Sundays. (Ben 

Upham) 

Mentoring- Someone willing to meet one/one or one/two in order to walk alongside and biblically encourage 

individuals in various life situations, no matter where they are spiritually.  Teaching, Pastor, Exhortation, 

Discerning of Spirits, Helps, Mercy, Evangelist, Hospitality, Faith, Intercession (LeighAnne Puent) 

Mercy 
Mentoring- Someone willing to meet one/one or one/two in order to walk alongside and biblically encourage 

individuals in various life situations, no matter where they are spiritually.  Teaching, Pastor, Exhortation, 

Discerning of Spirits, Helps, Mercy, Evangelist, Hospitality, Faith, Intercession (LeighAnne Puent) 

Care Group Leader/Coordinator- Help organize and be a point person for Care Team. Pastor, Mercy, 

Administration, Exhortation (Nikki Renaud) 

Visits- Those interested in visiting people throughout different hard times, such as hospital stays, being homebound, 

grief. Mercy, Pastor, Shepherding (Nikki Renaud) 

Connection Point Host- the host of the Connection Point is a part of the connection team. Their specific role is to 

help at the connection point where both new guests and regular attenders will come for help with questions about the 

church. The host will get more questions than many of the other members of the connection team and so will have to 

be more familiar with information about the church as well as where information and various registrations can be 

located. Hospitality, Helps, Service, Mercy (Nathan Jungmeyer & Charissa Finn) 

Area Greeters- Area greeters are a part of the connection team. Their specific roll is to greet attenders at Bible 

EFC, while paying particular attention to those who may be new to the church. Area greeters are usually in the foyer 

or the sanctuary but may greet in different areas based on the needs of a particular event. Hospitality, Helps, 

Service, Mercy (Nathan Jungmeyer & Charissa Finn) 

Hospitality- The Hospitality team is a part of the connection team that specifically takes charge of preparing and 

serving coffee at Bible EFC Sunday gatherings. Team members will make coffee and then serve our church family 

at the connection point. Serving coffee becomes another opportunity to greet attenders and make sure they are 

welcomed at Bible EFC. Hospitality, Helps, Service, Mercy (Nathan Jungmeyer & Charissa Finn) 

Door greeters- Door Greeters are a part of the connection team and are located at the entrances of the Bible EFC 

building. Door greeters have the unique responsibility of usually being the first greeting an attender at Bible EFC 

will receive. Located outside the door, door greeters can hold the door, offer a handshake, and help direct attenders 



when needed. Door greeters may help shovel walks or hold umbrellas as the weather dictates. Like other members 

of the connection team, special attention is given to greeting new attenders and helping address their unique needs 

and questions. Hospitality, Helps, Service, Mercy (Nathan Jungmeyer & Charissa Finn) 

Ushers- Ushers are part of the connection team that generally greet attenders at the entrances of the sanctuary. In 

addition to greeting, ushers have a few unique roles in the welcoming process. Ushers will open and close sanctuary 

doors at the beginning and end of the service, help attenders locate available seating, identify when additional rows 

will be helpful in the back of the sanctuary, and count attendance during the service. Hospitality, Helps, Service, 

Mercy (Nathan Jungmeyer & Charissa Finn) 

Parking Lot Greeters- Parking lot greeters are a part of the connection team and welcome attenders of Bible EFC 

from the moment they arrive on campus. Parking team greeters may help identify available parking spots, help 

attenders enter in inclement weather, and ensure guests are welcomed. Parking lot greeters may help shovel walks or 

hold umbrellas as weather dictates. Hospitality, Helps, Service, Mercy (Nathan Jungmeyer & Charissa Finn) 

Activity Center Greeter- Activity Center Greeters are a part of the connection team that greet at the Activity 

Center Entrance. In addition to general greeting responsibilities, activity center greeters are a part of creating a safe 

and welcoming place for our children’s ministry. The activity center greeter needs to make themselves familiar with 

the check in software for children entering the Activity Center and for helping families register when new. 

Hospitality, Helps, Service, Mercy (Nathan Jungmeyer & Charissa Finn) 

Missions team - The missions team is the group that helps to foster relationships with our supported missionaries as 

well as helps foster a heart for missions within our local church. Currently the missions team oversees both 

international, national, and local ministry. Team members are welcome with a passion for each of those areas, but as 

a team we care for each area of ministry emphasis. This team is currently working to deepen our church families 

relationship with our missionaries. Missionary, Administration, Mercy, Service, Intercession, Hospitality, 

Evangelist, Wisdom, Faith (Ben Bannan) 

Prayer Team Member- The prayer team will have a heart for coming alongside others in the church to lift them up 

in prayer. To “rejoice with those who rejoice and to weep with those who weep.”  Prayer can happen in several 

venues. Through the email prayer chain, during or after service, or by appointment. Intercession, mercy, healing, 

wisdom, exhortation, discerning, prophecy, deliverance (Neil Nelson) 

Youth Leader (Sundays, Wednesdays, trips) – the primary task of this role is to disciple students in their 

relationship with Jesus, whether they are far along their walk with him or not yet on the path. Each student is 

different, and each youth leader has different strengths that allow them to disciple in various ways. Because of that, 

a variety of spiritual gifts fit well in this role including Mercy – sometimes, the best thing a youth leader can do to 

serve and love a student is simply to sit with them and listen. Someone with the gift of mercy can offer their time 

and compassion to students in need 

Sponsorships or scholarships – someone with the gifts of Giving, Faith, or Mercy may find an opportunity to use 

their gift to bless a student by paying for all or a portion of their youth trip. (Ben Upham) 

Prayer team – all of us are called to pray, but those with the gifts of Prophecy, Pastor, Wisdom, Knowledge, 

Exhortation, Discerning, Mercy, Faith, Miracles, Deliverance, and especially Intercession may find regularly 

committing to praying for youth events, weekly youth group, youth leaders, and specific students or groups of 

students to be one of the best ways to apply their gift. This could look like sitting in the lobby during youth group 

and praying for the service, scheduling a regular time to pray for specific students and leaders, looking at the 

schedule and praying for upcoming youth events, or even praying with students on Wednesdays or Sundays. (Ben 

Upham) 

Prayze Craze (Sunday School) helper- Includes interacting with children prior to 10:15 service and assisting as 

needed during class time (snacks, activities, handing out supplies, guiding children to stay attentive, etc.) -Helps, 

Service, Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Prayze Craze (Sunday School) Breakout leader (K/1st, 2nd/3rd, or 4th/5th)- Leads smaller groups (divided by 

grades) that help children dig into the large group lesson with age-appropriate activities (usually about 15-20 



minutes). Breakout leaders are typically also helpers during large group time. - Teaching, Service, Pastor (in the 

sense that you are forming closer relationships with the children in your group and mentoring them as needed), 

Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Prayze Craze (Sunday School) Large Group leader (K-5th)- Interacts with children and parents as they arrive, 

primary leader of large group time, plans and preps a lesson pertaining to the Sanctuary scripture passage and leads 

it with children K-5th grade. - Teaching, Exhortation, Pastor (shepherd), Service, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Nursery volunteer- Shares the love of Jesus through care and compassion with our youngest church attenders 

(typically age 0-2 years), attend to basic needs of children while in nursery. - Helps, Service, Teaching, Pastor 

(Shepherd), Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Preschool teacher- Plans and leads play-based activities and curriculum to 3K and 4K children during 10:15 

service, interacts with children prior to the start of service. - Teaching, Service, Pastor (in the sense that you are 

forming closer relationships with the children in your group and mentoring them as needed), Exhortation, Mercy 

(Krishna Battista) 

Preschool helper- Includes interacting with children prior to 10:15 service and assisting as needed during class time 

(snacks, activities, handing out supplies, guiding children to stay attentive, etc.) -Helps, Service, Exhortation, 

Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Special Needs Mentor- Shadows 1-2 children who may need individualized attention during the ministry that they 

attend, provides assistance to child/ren as needed possibly including taking them away from the group if they are 

having difficulty due to overstimulation- Service, Pastor (in the sense that you are forming closer relationships with 

the children you are partnered with and mentoring them as needed), Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Awana (Wednesday Evening) Cubbies leader- Preps and leads Awana preschool curriculum to children in 3K and 

4K- Teaching, Service, Pastor (in the sense that you are forming closer relationships with the children in your group 

and mentoring them as needed), Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Awana (Wednesday Evening) Cubbies helper- Assists in implementing the Awana preschool curriculum taking 

on tasks as desired (options include games, puppets, verse sheets/activity), guiding children to stay attentive, 

connecting with children- Helps, Service, Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Awana (Wednesday Evening) Sparks leader- Preps and leads whole group Sparks group activities, assists with 

smaller group activities, connect with Awana Clubbers that are K-2nd grade- Teaching, Service, Pastor (in the sense 

that you are forming closer relationships with the children in your group and mentoring them as needed), 

Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Awana (Wednesday Evening) Sparks helper- Interacts with children prior to start of Awana, works with smaller 

groups of Sparks (K-2nd grade) Clubbers for verse learning/listening, games, guides children to stay attentive, 

Connects with Sparks Clubbers- Teaching, Service, Pastor (in the sense that you are forming closer relationships 

with the children in your group and mentoring them as needed), Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Awana (Wednesday Evening) T&T leader- Preps and leads whole group T&T group activities, assists with 

smaller group activities, connect with Awana Clubbers that are 3rd-6th grade- Teaching, Service, Pastor (in the sense 

that you are forming closer relationships with the children in your group and mentoring them as needed), 

Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Awana (Wednesday Evening) T&T helper- Interacts with children prior to start of Awana, works with smaller 

groups of T&T (3rd-6th grade) Clubbers for verse learning/listening, games, guides children to stay attentive, 

Connects with T&T Clubbers- Teaching, Service, Pastor (in the sense that you are forming closer relationships with 

the children in your group and mentoring them as needed), Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Awana (Wednesday Evening) Games leader- Plans and preps games for Sparks (K-2nd) and T&T (3rd-6th) Awana 

Clubbers, leads games for both Sparks and T&T (approximately ½ hour with each group)- Teaching, Service, Pastor 

(in the sense that you are forming closer relationships with the children in your groups and mentoring them as 

needed), Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 



Awana (Wednesday Evening) Games helper- Assists games leader as needed for Sparks (K-2nd) and T&T (3rd-6th) 

Awana Clubbers (approximately ½ hour with each group)- Service, Pastor (in the sense that you are forming closer 

relationships with the children in your groups and mentoring them as needed), Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna 

Battista) 

Awana (Wednesday Evening) Commander- Overseer of all things Awana     , Orders supplies, volunteer 

recruitment and communication, Coordinates Awana events, Subs in Awana roles as needed- Administration, 

Pastor, Exhortation, Service, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

VBS Director- Overseer of all things VBS     , Determines supply needs (with VBS team), Meets in advance with 

VBS team for planning and prayer, volunteer recruitment and communication, leads opening and closing during 

VBS (or recruits a volunteer to do this), Subs in as needed and available for VBS roles- Administration, Pastor, 

Exhortation, Service, Mercy - Administration, Wisdom, Service (Krishna Battista) 

VBS group leader- Leads a group of children throughout each VBS evening (Sunday-Thursday) from station to 

station, supervises and connects with the children in that group- Service, Pastor, Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna 

Battista) 

VBS group helper- Assists with a group of children throughout each VBS evening (Sunday-Thursday) from station 

to station, supervises and connects with the children in that group- Service, Pastor, Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna 

Battista)  

VBS Games leader- Plans VBS games, creates list of items needed, gathers supplies or communicates needed 

supplies to VBS Director, leads the games each evening with various age groups in 20-minute intervals- 

Administration, Service, Pastor, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

VBS Games helper- Assists with leading games as instructed by the games leader with various age groups in 20-

minute intervals- Service, Helps, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

VBS Lesson leader- Plans the lesson for each VBS evening for various age groups (often there are multiple lesson 

leaders that divide age groups and/or evenings to lead) using the provided curriculum along with their own creative 

ideas to engage the children, assist in decorating the “story” room prior to VBS- Administration, Service, Pastor (in 

the sense that you are forming closer relationships with the children in each group and mentoring them as needed), 

Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

VBS Lesson helper- Assist in presenting the lessons each evening as instructed by the VBS lesson leader- Service, 

Helps, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

VBS Craft Leader- Plans VBS crafts, creates list of items needed, shops for any items not donated, leads the craft 

team throughout the VBS week in leading various age groups of children to make the crafts each evening during 

VBS- Administration, Service, Pastor (in the sense that you are forming closer relationships with the children in 

each group and mentoring them as needed), Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

VBS Craft helper- Assists VBS Craft Leader as instructed each evening of VBS- Service, Helps, Mercy (Krishna 

Battista) 

Parent Supporter- Available to connect with parents who would like mentorship and/or support related to 

parenting/family issues or concerns- Wisdom, Knowledge, Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

General Child Care team member for events- Supervise children in the gym and/or a classroom during a church 

event, plan simple activities that will keep children engaged, possibly distribute a snack, Clean up (or lead children 

in clean up)- Service, Helps, Mercy, Hospitality (Krishna Battista) 

Volunteers at schools- Set up times through one of our area schools to assist in a classroom in the way that best 

suits you (E.g., Assist with projects/events, read to class, general helper, etc.)- Helps, Service, Mercy, Evangelism 

(through following Christ’s example and demonstrating this through actions), Pastor (Krishna Battista) 



Christian Daycare Planning Team Member- Meet with a group of like-minded individuals to work through all of 

the necessary components toward opening a Christian Daycare Center- Wisdom, Administration, Service, 

Evangelism, Missionary, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Family small group leader- Lead a small group that includes whole families (ideally with a portion that includes 

discussion for all family members attending and a portion during which adults dig deeper and kids have a place to 

play together- Hospitality, Administration, Service, Pastor Exhortation, Mercy (Krishna Battista) 

Family Promise BEFC Coordinator- Creates display/sign up plan for volunteers prior to host weeks, Contacts 

potential volunteers to assist with various needs during host weeks, Volunteers during host weeks as available, 

Greets Family Promise families when they arrive (or coordinates for another volunteer to do this), Attends Host 

Coordinator meetings (usually quarterly) with Family Promise staff, Reaches out to Family Promise staff with any 

questions or concerns that arise during host weeks, Is the contact person to communicate information from FP staff 

to volunteers and vice versa- Mercy, Service, Administration, Pastor  (Krishna Battista) 

Family Promise Hospitality Host- Assists in meeting the needs of families currently participating with the Family 

Promise program during our host weeks by visiting with families, eating dinner, and cleaning up with families 

during the evening- Mercy, Service, Hospitality, Missionary, Helps, Pastor (Krishna Battista) 

Family Promise Overnight Volunteer- Assists in meeting the needs of families currently participating with the 

Family Promise program during our host weeks by greeting families when you arrive, sleeping in the volunteer 

room overnight, and assisting families with gathering needed items (breakfast and lunch items, etc.) to see them off 

in the morning- Mercy, Service, Hospitality, Missionary, Helps, Pastor (Krishna Battista) 

 

 

 


